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LAST YEAR
The season started off in the pool. Pool training, water fitness, pool tests and trainees are essential for all divers. In October we held a promotion in Navan
Shopping Centre to recruit candidates for our Try-A-Dive. Then in early Nov we had a very successful try-a-dive, with 6 potential recruits and as many more
promises. Due to technical issues our regular slot at Kells Swimming pool was not available so we moved to Navan Aura pool on Thursday & Saturday
evenings.
2019 was started with a snorkel in Skerries on New Year’s Day. Brian our training officer worked tirelessly with Our 5 new recruits. They were put through
their paces in Navan Swimming Pool on Saturday evenings after lectures in the Flathouse. Anthony oversaw the snorkeling in Loughshinney, Clogher Head,
Skerries and Collinstown every Sunday. We held open water fitness tests in Collinstown Lake in February & Easter saw us taking our first dips in Malin Beg,
it was a great weekend and we had four 1Star Graduates- Susan, Aidan, Colin & Anne.
During the year we did weekly dives in Greenore and Lambay. Connor and Anne-Marie did a brilliant job of organising June Bank Holiday weekend in
Carraroe Galway. Frank took us to Johns point & Tommy took us to Mullaghmore . David did a fantastic job organising the trips to Wexford – known as
the Sunny South East for good reason. We spent most of July down there and the only complaint was the sunburn. We headed down to Hook Head for
the South East Dive Rally on the weekend of the 13th July. It was a fantastic weekend weather-wise, and that combined with spectacular scenery and the
outstanding hospitality provided by the Hook SAC members made for a great weekend of diving for all of us. We followed up with our summer Holiday in
Hook, Wexford on the last week in July.
After all the good weather in July the heavens opened the night of the Barbeque. I think it is the only country where you can have a successful barbie on
one of the wettest days of the year. But that didn’t perturb Donal and Grainne, who worked tirelessly and put up a fantastic spread. Aidan brought along
a spectacular display of shells and sea creatures and was on hand with his wealth of information and explanations for those who were interested.
Congratulations to Tommy and Brian, the well-deserved recipients of this year’s prize for clubman of the year. It was awarded to both as there was none
given out last year….. Brian had great difficulty selecting the recipient of the wooden weight belt but in the end, he chose Suzanne for her expertise in
zipping up dry suits. She was so delighted she was stuck for words, … A first for Suzanne!
On the training side –Jeff, Rytis, Laura, Robbie, David, Brianan, Anthony, Deirdre, Colin, Bernie Gerry & Aidan got their Diver First Responder Certificate in
July. During the year many of the members practiced for their Diver Recovery and Coxswain assessment and hope to have those tests out of the way before
the year end.
Our Search and recovery arm secured a Lotto Grant to Fund a new Zodiac boat for Search and Recovery, we are expecting delivery in October, a big thank
you to Donal for arranging the lottery funding for it.
The Committee would like to thank the instructors who gave up their free time on Many occasions to help with training and testing of members, and all
the club Members who helped with towing the boats and compressors
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the South East Dive Rally

Alpha Dive SAC headed down to Hook Head for the South East Dive Rally on the
weekend
of the 13th July. It was a fantastic weekend weather-wise, and that combined with
spectacular scenery and the outstanding hospitality provided by the Hook SAC
members made for a great weekend of diving for all of us. The success of the
weekend was down to the great work put in by Hook SAC team, a big thank you
to them for all their organising and the hosting of the weekend. The advice on the
dive sites and when to dive them was very helpful.
We couldn’t have asked for better weather conditions, the wind was almost
nonexistent, and the visibility was well above 10m in the crystal-clear water. As
can be expected there are many areas with tidal runs, but the members of Hook
SAC were very knowledgeable and provided invaluable advice on the location of
the dive sites and the best times to dive them. We appreciated them escorting us
out to some of the sites, and their impressive system of towing boats to and from
the harbour. We dived 4 sites and got to take in ‘Big Rock’, ‘Western Rock’, ‘Girl
Arlene’ Wreck and the blowhole in Churchtown. None of the sites disappointed,
we had great visibility and the life to be found at 30m was second to none. Even
out on the Big Rock and Western Rock.
We encountered a bit of a run on ‘Big Rock’, not one for trainees when there is a
run there, but all the same, once you got down and out of the run, in among the
gullies there was plenty to see and check out. We dived the wreck ‘Girl Arlene’
Dived in nice slack water with great visibility, you have to drag yourself away. In
27m of water, there’s not a lot left of the wreck, but so much sea life there. There
are fabulous shoals of fish, above and below and in every corner of the wreck. We
spotted a couple of lobsters hiding out in the crannies of the wreck along with
crab. The resident conger eels are not for the faint hearted. On the Sunday the
weather was so sunny that we decided to take the dive boat around to
Churchtown and dive from the boat rather than do it as a walk-in dive. Being a
Sunday, it was going to be impossible to get parking close by and too much
hassle to carry our equipment down the rocks. So, by majority vote, we opted for
diving off the boat, close to shore and swim into the where the Blow Hole is. We
dropped down onto the small wreck in 8m of water, had a quick look around
before heading on into the Blow Hole. With the sun shining through the fissures in
the rock, the Blow Hole didn't disappoint. Its lovely to swing through this section
with the sun dabbling the water with lovely colour’s. We made our way out of this
area onto a kelp bed, if you drop down under the kelp there are gullies running out
to sea. We picked a gully and meandered through this checking out the cracks
and ledges as we drifted past to see what was hiding, plenty of sea life here and a
great spot to explore again and again.
Thank you to Hook SAC for all the advice, friendliness and help with ferrying the
boats up and down to the harbor, it was much appreciated. Alpha Dive SAC looks
forward to diving here in the future.
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Aidan’s Maldives trip
Alpha Dive Club would like to congratulate Aidan Gray on successfully winning a competition with Biosphere Expeditions. Aidan
joined the Maldives reef-check for a week on a live-aboard with 12 other divers, monitoring the coral reefs of the atolls and wildlife
surveying this September. Aidan joined our club last year and has been studiously training with all our new members to get himself
ready for this dive of a lifetime. While out in the Maldives he recorded and uploaded the information from each dive onto the Biosphere
database. This is Citizen Science at work, through working hand in hand with local biologists and communities, they champion change
and protect nature in their locality. After submitting an essay and interview Aidan was offered the 1 free spot on the live-aboard from
400 other applications. He was the only Irish Diver on the Biosphere Expeditions

MALIN BEG TO MALDIVES IN FIVE MONTHS by Aidan Gray
There I was in amazement looking at the computer, I had been underwater on this dive for one hour and fifteen minutes. Admittedly
my mouth was almost sore with dryness and mouthpiece gripped for so long. We were only six meters deep so this would explain a
bit, and warm - the water temperature was 29°c, some days 30°c. So blue! A light blue, azure or ultramarine would be the right shade,
even when you glared into the abyss. Every morsel of advice from fellow Alpha Dive members would ring through me now, all my
training in the water, in a classroom or on a boat over this year, all so valuable, and gratefully has got me to this moment. Only five
months ago were my first dives in Malin Beg, and I am sorry that they were not with me now to share this tropical treat.
Shoals of brightly colored fish swimming around, and parrotfish eating the coral with their beak-like mouths giving this amplified
sound like a slower, crunchy sound of the cicada insect. This was the fifth of twelve dives I did in the Maldives as part of the Biosphere
Expeditions Reef Check in September, and generally I was between 40-60 mins diving at a variety of depths, but I didn’t go deeper than
23 meters. It was a thrill to see such exotic biodiversity around the coral reefs – black tip sharks, turtles, rays, moray eels, giant clams,
triton shells, the villain crown-of-thorns starfish, needlefish, Moorish idol, and so many more. As the boat travelled between islands
of the atolls over the week and between dives, we saw dolphins swim by the boat, flying fish, a wonderful snorkel with a manta ray,
but did not personally see the famous whale shark this trip, though others did.
On a quick solo swim one afternoon off the boat, I encountered a large nurse shark swimming towards me, which startled me
considerably, of course I dashed back on board the moment it turned. This would be the start of quite a lot of interaction with this
nocturnal animal, as they would congregate by the boat at night because of the lights, and one evening the 18 of us did a night dive
together clustered in three groups and we became surrounded by a gathering of this large animal (someone counted over 15 of them)
swimming around us, it felt like a dance before dinner. Thankfully without mishap, we took away a rare, thrilling and privileged
experience together.
While the week was filled with daily new exotic sightings, it was however a week with a purpose too. We trained hard in the first three
days over lectures and ‘pointy-dives’, with exams and re-tests. We learnt identification of types of fish, substrates, invertebrates, and
spotting coral damage, and had to collectively reach a level of competency that would meet international Reef Check standards. The
following three days were spent conducting the surveys, paired up with tasks. Despite cramming your head with new names of types
of fish, etc, you had to learn to communicate them to your partner underwater, so it was like learning a new form of sign language.
You also needed to write things down and sometimes carry apparatus, meanwhile keeping good buoyancy and working with the
currents, as well as carefully aware not to bash into the corals. It was certainly a challenge, but we did well, and it was fun to have a
job to do. The team was international and included Maldivian, German, British, Swiss, Australian, Italian, French, and I brought the
Irish flag.
As a result of our work, we were able to compare with past annual expeditions, and identify how the state of the coral reefs of the
Maldives were. Two catastrophic global warming events in the last twenty years has seriously damaged the coral reefs in the Indian
ocean. El Nino in 1998 destroyed about 90% of the coral reef cover, and in 2016 again. When the temperature warms by only a
centigrade or two, there is serious consequences. Sea level risings have also been recorded at this low-lying nation of islands. However,
the results of our 2019 surveys show signs of resilience and some growth which was encouraging. This citizen-science data recording
is reported to authorities to encourage more marine protected areas around the country and hopefully a reduction of over-resortconstruction and more awareness of the threats of global warming and sea-level rising. On our last day of the expedition we were
given a tour of one of the islands were a local group are making good efforts to grow coral in nurseries in a man-made effort to restore
some of the valuable reefs that protect the country from seismic events like tsunamis and home to a colossal diversity of habitats.
It was an adventure of a lifetime for me, one that even a few weeks on now, I am re-visiting frequently in my head. I look forward to
joining Alpha Dive on a future fair-weather diving holiday, but for now I am happy to return to the cool Irish waters which are alive
with their own biodiversity, both colorful and healthy, mixed with a rich variety of heritage wrecks and sights to see.
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Snorkelling with the seals in Lambay
Aidan in the Maldives
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50 Dives in a Year.
Diving is a sport, an adventure sport. Yes, James Bond took off his dress suit, placed his Martini on a table , kitted up in two
minutes and fought the complete Russian Empire on scuba. Easy –peasy. Divers have to be trained up, have to be fit and waterfit, do 3 snorkels, and have all equipment serviced and ready to go. Preparation and activity the whole way! Trainee divers have
to do lectures, pool training, and open water snorkels to prepare for their first 5 dives and achieve their One Star Diver qualification.
It is daunting for trainees, but the senior divers give time, have patience and more importantly have lots of GEAR to lend.
Last year I did 50 dives. I started in Lanzarote before my 3 months “out of water” made me start snorkelling again. I like diving.
Usually on a Sunday morning, it keeps a drinker quiet on Saturday night. Diving is good for anyone trying to lose a few pounds. In
Lanzarote I did some Shore dives and I visited the Museo Atlantico , a playground of strange statues where lots of fish hang out.
Up at 8, dive at 9, rest and second dive at 11.30 and shower at 12.30. I was back in Lanzarote in May and yes, I dived.
Alphadive starts our season in Malinbeg at Easter. We have our own hostel, our own bay, our own landlord, our own quizmaster
and some few fools bring a little beer. Trainees want to get 5 dives on this weekend. Senior divers are available always to help
and advice. It’s a grand weekend. The bay being an enlarged swimming pool , it is ideal for All members to start the season.
Sunday is diving day. Last year we were very often in Greenore; sometimes in Lambay; sometimes off up the road to St.John,s
Point or Mullaghmore .Traditionally we dive on Wednesday evenings. In recent years this has become less regular. Work and
changing times impact on every sports club. The club continues to change and habits change. Sunday is for diving.
Alphadive do holidays. Probably more than other clubs. Last year Tom Mc Kevitt led the May Weekend to Downings. We love
Horn Head and The Singing Pub. Conor and Ann Marie brought us to Mullaghmore for June. Captain Frank knew where the rocks
were. We did the North East Dive Rally in Greenore. This is a great opportunity to meet other divers and all grades are welcome.
July saw us in Castletownbere for a week. We took 6 or 7 houses, dived twice a day, looked for good eating houses and had great
craic –many bring the whole family. Mick Rogers took us to Killala in mid-September where the diving was excellent. For the new
people, we do all this at as cheap a rate as we can. It is not expensive. Many communal dinners and cheap days.
October took us to El Hierro, the diving capital of The Canaries. Led by Shane Grey , a legend , we enjoyed great diving , great
meals , drives , drinks and Johnny loved the “sundowners”, Shane,s own evening drinks party! We enjoyed a night dive in the
harbour where two large rays were mesmerised by our torches and it was exciting, hilarious but must have bordered on animal
cruelty. Oops! The Autumn club warm dive is great if you can fit it in to your schedule. Roll on Lanzarote!
Winter was coming. Enthusiasm and weather were closing in. I did one more dive at home. Kells Pool was closing for a while.
Our noble Training Officer quickly made new arrangements. We prepared for an intake of trainees. Most like to leave their scuba
gear in the shed for a few months. Alas I found mine was ALL GONE one day. Spring has sprung. Divers are training and
snorkelling. Gear is being serviced. Bodies are being serviced by the doctor. The adventure begins again.
Fifty dives is a lot. Calm down. I live a different life. 2019 will be a great year for those who want a great year. Easter is late April.
Prepare. I lead a one day, two dives to St. John,s Point\ Mullaghmore on May weekend ( two weeks after Easter). June is Conor
and Ann Marie to Mullaghmore. 12 – 14 June is Wexford Dive Rally. Club holiday is to Hook Head for a week. Houses are at
Hookless Cottages. Personally I book one and invite my whole family. For Halloween Alphadive are off to Lanzarote for the holiday
week. Kiko,s Bar is the only authentic local bar. Booze costs almost nothing here. There will be wreck diving, a night dive and other
scenic diving. Drinking and carousing will be very limited. This is an Irish island full of Irish bars priced to rip you off. Beware!
My editor, Brianan, is looking over my shoulder and tut –tutting. C minus for that drivel she mutters. I don’t care! I plan to try
for 50 dives again this year. On El Hierro, our Dive Base had a motto “No diving. No glory.” Enjoy your year.
Tommy Brennan.
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Try A Dive
Try-A-Dive Saturday 16th Nov in Navan Aura pool on Thursday & Saturday evenings.
Lanzarote
Plans are afoot for a trip to Lanzarote at the end of October.
We have booked a variety of Wreck, scenic and night dives with Safari Diving….
Can’t wait!

CFT RECOMMENDATIONS RE SAFETY.
All members are to be reminded that it is their responsibility to ensure their equipment is
serviced at the appropriate intervals.
CFT RDO P Lambe issued a directive that all divers are responsible to ensure their equipment
is serviced and maintained to manufacture standards and comply with CFT regulations
CFT Insurance - Self-Declaration/ Medical – Child Protection Statement

Going Forward we are asking Members to pay their membership fees to the treasurer and
their insurance online via Go Membership. The reason for this is that the treasurer cannot
submit the members Self-Declaration. So even if a member’s insurance is paid by the
treasurer, it is not valid until the member clicks the box indicating they have read the child
protection policy and submits the medical self-declaration and is only valid until the renewal
of their medical is due. CFT have a facility on COMS for members to pay their insurance. It
is a very easy process and involves members filling out a self-declaration regarding their
fitness to dive and indicating they have read the Child Policy. CFT sent out a message in
March as they are receiving a lot of enquiries from members who were not aware that their
medical status was being investigated.
The current system does not send notifications if you have a medical note so
its up to each diver to check their medical status on go Membership to ensure
it is active. all non-regular divers must be dived up and have completed
fitness tests and snorkel prior to diving weekends away
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2019 COMMITTEE

•

•

President – Paul Power
Paul is one of the longest serving members in the club. He has vast experience in diving and
Coxswaining. He is the first port of call for Advice and his wealth of knowledge is endless. He is pivotal
in organising many of the new initiatives and keeping tabs on what needs to be done.
Equipment officer
Brendan Smith
Brendan is the unsung hero who keeps the whole club going like a well-oiled machine. Without him we
would not be able to enjoy the club as it is today. He maintains all the boats, Compressors and Vans,
ensuring everything is ship shape for every dive. Before you rock up to your Sunday dive, Brendan has
got up early, checked the boat for oil and petrol & towed it to the dive site.. After each dive he washes
the salt off the boat and trailer and replaces any bearings or anything else that needs doing. He seldom
misses a dive and is the first port of call if anybody’s equipment fails. -- "All of the committee members
thank Brendan for his help in keeping the boats running and appreciate his behind the scenes support."
Dive Officer – David Fox
Another person who seldom misses a dive. He monitors the weather from Wednesday onwards and
rings all the experts for their opinions. Last year he worked tirelessly on ensuring all members got as
many dives as possible. He organised the club holiday and the Wexford dive rally weekend. Another
area he put humongous effort into was training. He worked closely with Brian to ensure we got every
opportunity to further ourselves. They both organised Courses in Diver First Responders, and rescue
divers, under the guidance of frank Ryan. He worked with Gerry on the child protection policy and
documentation
Training Officer – Brian Pigott
Brian is a class instructor – yet another person who attends most dives. He must be one of the wittiest
people, he’s always in good form and a ray of sunshine wherever he goes. He was awarded ‘Clubman
of the year’ and this was very well deserved. He worked tirelessly to help members progress up the
ranks in CFT. He organised all training, starting with the pool try a dive and trainee lectures to the
advanced club courses in Diver first responder and Rescue diver & Coxswain training. He’s not too bad
at the fishing either!
Snorkelling Officer – Anthony Higgins
Anthony is a force to be reckoned with - he starts off the year with recording every snorkel, he ensures
no diver dares try to dive without qualifying snorkels and fitness tests. The Committee would like to
thank Anthony for offering up his van for pulling the boat and compressors, he has been invaluable to
the club, he attends every dive and makes life easier for the rest of us by using his van to tow the boats
and compressors, and enables us get home earlier when he does dry Coxswain.
Child Protection Officer – Gerard Cooke
Gerard was thrown in at the deep end of the new child protection legislation. He attended child
safeguarding courses and advised the committee on the way forward through the quagmire of litigation
Treasurer – Deirdre Warren
Deirdre – yet another regular diver has a fantastic ability to analyse spending and costs and interpret in
a way that is easy for the rest of us to understand. Her brilliant business head is invaluable for us,
After Donal and Mick secured the lotto grant she organised the new zodiac
and her latest Lotto venture hopes to raised funds for the club
Safety officer – Mick Rogers
Mick Rogers raised money for the club and an advocate for search & recovery
Secretary – PRO - Brianan Fox
Does all the boring stuff, such as Newsletters, minutes and sending emails to
members. She brought the club into the 21st Centaury with our new website and
domain and her promotion campaign includes updating Facebook & Instagram
with of all the events and activities in the club and sending reports into Subsea
and CFT for publication… Check out. http://diving.ie/news/maldives-trip/
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